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Plot summary
• Main character is a soldier nicknamed 

“Stripe”

• Everyone in the military has an advanced 
MASS implant 

• “Roaches” plague society

• Stripe encounters a malfunction with his 
implant

• Stripe learns an ugly truth about his role 
in a much bigger evil

• After a torturous encounter with one of 
the men in charge, Stripe is returned to 
his old life…
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Group Conclusion
Warning from the author:

As a species the most important thing we 

can do is to learn from the past, and not to 

use computing technologies to repeat 

history.

- Eugenics makes a resurgence with the 

DNA Screening in the movie 

- Media propaganda used to make a 

genocide acceptable (Nazism)

- Big brother surveillance with the MASS 

implant
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Eugenics
• History of Eugenics

• Definition [1]

• Positive and negative eugenics [2]

• DNA Screening (Fiction)

• "Higher rates of cancer. 
Muscular dystrophy, MS. SLS. 
Substandard IQ. 
Criminal tendencies. Sexual 
deviances."

• Current DNA Screening Technologies

• Types of current genetic testing [3]

• Can detect more than 1,200 
disorders and disease [4]
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Propaganda
• Propaganda against human with DNA “defects”

• Nazis persecuting Jews for “spreading 
disease” direct parallels to the propaganda in 
the movie.

• 6 million Jews killed [5]
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A female “roach” explain how
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MASS Implant
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Fiction

• MASS Implant – A device used by the 
government to assist a soldier in 
performing their duties

• Intelligence

• Conditioning

• Communication 

• Complete control over sight, sound, 
smell, and possibly touch.

• Records these senses to a server for 
later memory playback

Target Acquisition tool built within the Mass System

“94% of shooters improve after using MantisX for 
just 20 minutes” [6]



Big Brother Surveillance

• Boomer – get a layout of any 
structure 

• seismic prospecting (reality) [7]

• Drone – observing surroundings

• Information about individual

• 24-7 Monitoring on soldiers

• Found out intimate desires to 
reward soldiers for killing

• No “turn-off” button

• Police body cameras (on-duty)
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Brain Implants 
Reality

• Brain Machine Interfaces - Will allow 
for a brain to communicate with 
machines in small capacities [8].

• Neuralink implant (a form of BMI)–
Going to be used to help people with 
nerve damage reactivate the nerves for 
use again [9][10].

• Deep Brain Stimulation – An already 
approved method of treating 
Parkinson's disease via electric signals 
sent through the brain [11]. Has 
potential in memory erase [12].
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• Virtual reality – uses sense of vision and 
sound to transport user into a digital 
simulation

• Potential to affect sense of touch, but 
more equipment is required [13]

• Augmented reality – displays graphical 
objects within the physical world [14]

• Both "realities" still require some type of 
headgear

• Combination of both can potentially 
replicate what is shown in the movie

Virtual and Augmented Reality
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Conclusion
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Fiction

• DNA screening

• Mass implant

• Boomer

• Target Acquisition

• Memory erase

• Virtual display at eye

Reality

• Genetic/DNA testing for 
diseases

• Brain implants

• Seismic Prospecting

• Mantis product

• DBS - potential in memory 
erasure

• VR/AR

VS
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